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Senior Recital:
Jonathan Keefner, percussion
Featuring:
Chris Demetriou, Katherine Gould, Conrad Alexander
IC Steel Quintet:  Ian Cummings, Andrew Ryan, Sean
Harvey, Chris Demetriou 
Ford Hall
Friday April 5th, 2013
8:15 pm
Program
Scenes For Summertime  Dana Difilippantonio
I. prologue (enchantment)
II. the boy; the girl
III. interlude (repose)
IV. idyll
V. epilogue (reminiscence) 
Kariga Mombe Traditional Shona
Chris Demetriou, Hosho
Conrad Alexander, Mbira
Darkpo  Traditional Lobi/Brifo
Honey Calabash Various
arr. Sulley Imoro
Katherine Gould
Chris Demetriou
Intermission
Over the Rainbow Harold Arlen
arr. Max Seide Leth
Raindrops Liam Teague
In a Sentimental Mood Duke Ellington
arr. Jon Keefner
IC Steel Quintet
Take a Break Today Len "Boogsie" Sharpe
arr. Jon Keefner
IC Steel Quintet
Donna Lee Charlie Parker
arr. Liam Teague
IC Steel Quintet
This recital is in fulfillment of the degree Music Education/Performance.
Jonathan Keefner is from the studio of Conrad Alexander.
